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CENTRE INFORMATION
PREPARING FOR OUR QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

Throughout our October and November staff
meetings we have been revisiting our goals for
our Quality Improvement Plan using the
ACECQA Self-Assessment Tool. This plan
highlights areas that we would like to improve
on throughout the year. Reminding families to
pack healthy foods and minimise unhealthy
snacks, promoting water as a healthy drink and
spending time with children engaged in reading
both in the care and home setting were
developed in partnership with families. This
month we would be appreciative if families
could record any suggestions that they have
under the quality areas located on our white
board. Your contributions are valued and
respected. Please speak to educators on arrival
and departures to share your ideas and
thoughts.

PARENT INPUT PARENT FORUM
Thank you to our families who offered
questions to include as part of our interview
process for prospective educators for 2021and
beyond.
Questions regarding
safety for children
were expressed by a
number of families.
These included how
educators
would
identify if collecting
adults were under the
influence of alcohol or substance abuse and if
so, what steps they would take to maintain the
safety of the child.

and
we
were
delighted
to
include questions
relating to how
educators would
cope if they lost
them, what games
they would enjoy
playing with them
and if educators would like to have lunch with
them. We cannot wait to share these questions
with our future applicants. (NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

VISION EYE SCREENING

Seeing is crucial for
children’s continuing
learning.
Many
children and families
are unaware if their child has a sight loss. We
were grateful to Winnie from NWS Health
who conducted sight screeners with the
children on 24th October. The children we
excited to wear a special set of glasses as they
identified letters
on
the
eye
screening
test.
Receiving special
stamps
and
stickers
were
welcomed as each
child completed their testing.
If any family were unable to attend the free
vision screening for
children who are 4 years,
a visit to your local
health clinic or doctor
would be advisable prior
to attending their formal
educational years. (NQA
1,2, 5, 6, &7)

We included our children in this discussion,

HALLOWEEN

DISCO

Our Halloween
week was a
huge success,
despite
our
very
wet
weather. Our
outdoor play
was transformed into a range of
different Halloween inspired games each day.
On Monday, the children thoroughly enjoyed
creating their very own ghost with fluffy cotton
balls and mystical eyes. On Tuesday we flew
across our rooms on
magical brooms.
Wednesday was
exceptional as the
children played ghost
bowling in our hallway.
Potions that fizzed and
crackled were
abundant as the
children searched for
magical tokens within
the Possums room.
Thursday was a little
sticky and tricky as the
children caught items
in mammoth spider
webs. By Friday the
children had enjoyed
piñatas, creating witches’ brews, making slime
and touching some very strange items in our
sensory boxes along with disco dancing,
scavenger hunts and a wealth of creative arts
pieces using paints, salt, bicarb soda , paint and
playdough. (NQA 1,2, 5, 6, &7)

OUR SPECIAL BUTTERFLIES

For weeks, the
Busy
Bees
have taken care of two cocoons in the room.
Making sure that they were sprayed with water
every day and kept cool in the room, we were
excited to see our two, special friends hatch
this month! The children learnt that the
butterflies were beautiful, black monarch
butterflies, with hints of white and red on its
wings. The children excitingly and curiously
engaged in conversations about the butterflies,
learning more about the lifecycle of the
caterpillar, what butterflies eat, how they
transform within the cocoon etc. We were sad
but excited to release our new friends into our
garden, watching them sit on our veggies and
enjoy our flowers before flying off for another
big adventure. Watch our Butterfly take flight
using the QR code above.

COUNTRY OF THE
INDONESIA(NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6, &7)

MONTH

The Busy Bees explored the culture of
Indonesia as they cooked up a mango and
children assisted the educators in cutting up the
fresh vegetables – tomato, cucumber, Spanish
onion, mango, and lime – and assembling them
on the tray. The children with vegetarian
dietary requirements
were able to enjoy
this cultural dish
without the fish, too.
The Busy Bees
loved learning about
the culture as they
engaged in conversations with the educators
about the Indonesian culture, engaging in
dance singing the Indonesian folk song about a
cockatoo as they enjoyed their tasty food.

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=boUiiuFOCcA&feature=em
b_logo

Baby Bunyips cooked corn on the cobs. Miss
Manu and Miss Samantha assisted the children
and helped them to place the corn in the bowl
and pour the coconut milk onto the corn. All
the children had opportunity to contribute in
the cooking experience. Some children put the
corn in the bowl and some of them poured the
coconut milk in. Our
corn was left 2 hours
and
then
Miss
Samantha cooked the
corn in the pan in the
kitchen. The children
enjoyed the corn for
their afternoon tea, deliciously warm and
sweet.

families
collect a
page for their
child and
spend some
time
assisting with
writing
and a few
pictures to
send to Santa.
Children
can
place
their
completed
letters in
Santa’s post
box
located in the
foyer.
Each
child
will
receive
a
letter back
from Santa at the start of December. We know
that all the children at JumpStart 4 Kids are
looking for to celebration Christmas with their
family and friends.

CHRISTMAS 2020 A GIFT
YOUR CHILD

FOR

This year we are unable to host our annual
Family Christmas concert. As discussed at the
parent forum we will host a Christmas week.
To support this, we ask that all families
provided a small gift for their child to the value
of $10. This gift will need to be wrapped with
Christmas paper and labelled with your child’s
name. During our Christmas week. These gifts
will be collected from under the Christmas tree
and distributed to your child. We ask that all
families provide these gifts to the centre by 20th
November.

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:
BUSY BEES: (NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

The
Playful
Possum’s made traditional Banana Fritters.
Miss Bianca and Miss Michelle assisted the
children to make the batter. The Bananas were
cut into small pieces and placed into the batter.
Finally, they were placed in the pan where
Miss Maree sprinkle them with sugar and
cinnamon. Simply delicious.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Transport
Recycling
Multicultural
Reptiles

LETTERS TO SANTA
Children love to write and share their list with
Santa. This year we will be asking all our
families to support their children to write a
letter to Santa outlining their 3 wishes.
This week we will have available to families a
letter template left by Santa for all the children
at JumpStart 4 Kids. We would ask that

During the first week
of October the Busy Bees expanded their
knowledge on animals to farm animals. They
developed their knowledge of farms and farm
animals by sorting farm and safari animals

along with discussing where animals live on
the farm?
They learnt about foods produced on farms
and how farm animals
and farmers are helpful to
us in our everyday basis.
In the second week Busy
Bees celebrated space
week and built upon their
knowledge of outer space
by learning the names of
planets and their characteristics.
The Busy Bees identified each planet of the
solar system by reading facts about each planet
using our planet books and expressed their
understanding of planets
by drawing pictures of
the solar system and
planet earth. They really
enjoyed
our
space
station dramatic play
area
where
they
pretended
to
be
astronauts as they investigated space using the
projector.
Next, we learnt about our friends and families.
During stimulus and reflection groups the Busy
Bees discussed and expressed who is in their
family and who are their friends they like to
play with. They built upon their social skills
including sharing and turn taking by
participating in co-operative play experiences
such as group drawing where they shared their
ideas and imagination with each other.
Together we drew a collaborative picture,
working on large floor puzzles as a team
sharing our problem-solving strategies with
each other. We loved participating in
Halloween celebrations. Dressing up as
different characters throughout the week and
participating in our Halloween disco activities
made for an exciting week. Daily sensory
experiences including Halloween slime, Bicarb soda and coloured vinegar potions made
for some very interesting concoctions.
In November, will learn about different modes
of transport. The children will be encouraged
to sort out transport by the categories air, land
or water as well as learn about emergency
services and vehicles through emergency
dramatic play. We will further our awareness
and understanding of recycling and
sustainability through learning about ways to
reuse and recycle.

SCHOOL READINESS FOCUS

LITERACY FOCUS. PHONICS:
During the month of November, the Busy Bees
will focus on the letters G,
L, U and H. The children
will be introduced to these
letters through literacy
school readiness groups
with planned intentional
teaching experiences. The
children will be encouraged
to identify the letters
through letter hunt around the back yard or in
the sand pit, develop their knowledge of letter
formation by creating the letters using play
dough or practice writing the letters using
rainbow writing technique memorising the
correct formation of each letter. Children will
further their understanding on letter sounds as
they will be encouraged to discuss the words
that begins with each letter and add the words
to the word wall.
NUMERACY:
Throughout the month of November, the
children will focus on Subtraction, and
Grouping. We will do this by encouraging
children to participate in different activities and
games where children will
subtract numbers using
counters and loose parts.
They will group small
numbers of items together,
each day focusing on a
different number to group.
We will introduce new
games and experiences
using
loose
parts,
number cards and board
games
to
reinforce
children’s
numeracy
knowledge
and
understanding.
CONCEPT:
During the month of September, we will focus
on the shapes
Triangle,
Rectangle, Oval
and Octagon and
colours Green,
Yellow, Orange
and Purple. The
children will be
encouraged to name and identify each colour

through participating in colour
scavenger hunts outdoor and
indoors, mixing colours to
make the focus colour of the week. Children
will be encouraged to further their knowledge
on each shape through teacher guided
experience where educators will introduce
children to the properties of each shape
including sides and corner of the shape.
Children will be encouraged to express their
understanding through play- based learning
activities such as making shapes using play
dough and paddle pop sticks or drawing shape
using dot to dot connect technique and identify
the shape.

SIGHT WORDS
WK 1
WK 2
WK 3
WK 4

Is
It
Big
Little
You
We
For
Go
Each week we will introduce
and focus on 2 sight words as
listed above. At first the
children will be introduced to
the sight words using the
flash cards then taught
through play-based literacy
games like matching the
sight words using the
magnetic letter tiles, find and colour the sight
word using crossword puzzle and sight word
bingo.
BUSY BEES NEWS NO TOYS.
We encourage your child to bring items such as
photos, artwork, books, maps or brochures
from a special place they have visited or even a
medal or award from extracurricular activities.
As children are now nearing their Transition to
kindergarten, we would ask that toys are not
bought in for news so we can support
children’s proficiency in speaking, listening
and questioning skills.

OUR CENTRE COMPANION
BEARS BUSY BEES & PLAYFUL
POSSUMS
PARAME
DIC
PETE &
NURSE
NATASHA

In the month of October Paramedic Pete and
Nurse Natasha had fun visits to William and
Kirpa’s house. They loved their time at
William and Kirpa’s house visiting their family
members and friends.
Paramedic Pete and Nurse Natasha are looking
forward for their next adventure to Ipsita and
Ayansh’s homes. Partick
and Jessica are off to visit
Veda and Arya . We would
like to remind our families
to bring in the companion
bears back in a week so
that
children can share the
experience with their peers.
PATIENT
PATRICK
&SCHOOL
GIRL
JESSICA
It is important to return our Companion
Bears after 1 week, so all children can enjoy
this experience. We can’t wait to see what
adventures our Bears go on.
(NQA 1, 3, 5, 6, & 7)

ROOM STIMULUS PLAYFUL
POSSUMS
1.
Manners
2.
Recycling
3.
Multicultural
4.
Under the Sea
Throughout the month of October, the Possums
were busy learning about ‘What’s in the
Garden?’. We explored our front herb and
vegetable garden
to discuss the
different
fruits
and vegetables we
can grow in the
garden, discussing
what
can
be
grown on top and
underneath the soil where we can see.
We discussed during our morning group times
what different greenery we have in our own
gardens that we have observed. We also
focused on ‘Friends and Family’ where the
Playful Possums busily engaged in activities
which led them to discuss their different
friends and family members.

We
investigated
‘My
Body’,
discussing
our
different body parts
and how everybody
is different. The
Possums
also
enjoyed their farm topic, using many different
resources to use their role play ideas and
scenarios. We used our barn yard with set up
animals, allowing
the possums to
discuss
their
different
names,
diets and features. It
was great watching
the Possums use
their understanding and knowledge towards the
topic to create different role play games both
with their indoor and outdoor environment.
During November we will be focusing on
recycling, having discussion with the children
on what colour bin we should use, why
recycling is important and brainstorming some
different items we
can think of that can
go in our yellow
recycling bin we
have in the room.
We will also be
looking into Diwali
and discussing the
traditions India celebrate. Through this we will
branch off into a multicultural week where we
can have a look at different cultures and what
they celebrate throughout the year.
CONCEPT – Grouping 10-15
LITERACY – Letter Z
NUMERACY – Number 19

TOILET TRAINING(NQA ,2, 5, 6, &7)
We strongly urge families to support their child
to develop self-help skills when toileting.
Many children in the possum’s room are over
three and still reliant on nappies. Children
progressing to the Busy bees’ room in 2021 are
required to be independent in respect to their
toileting skill. Families are reminded that toilet
training needs to commence in the home
setting and the parents are reminded to convey
to educators the strategies that are being
implemented in the home environment so that

we can support the transitioning at JumpStart.
Children become very confused if each setting
is different. We are excited to support children
through this transitional phase and remind
families to encourage children to develop
toileting sills to support their independence and
self-help skills.

BABY BUNYIPS
STIMULUS: (NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6, &7)
1: Colours
2: Colours
3: Dinosaurs
4: Dinosaurs
The Baby Bunyips really enjoyed celebrating

Halloween.
They
created ghosts using cotton balls, pumpkin,
handprint spiders and engaged in sensory
experiences using red cold spaghetti and green
slime. Some of the babies dressed up for
Halloween in their scary costumes. They
enjoyed
exploring
space by reading
books and looking at
pictures depicting the
moon, stars and
planets. The children
enjoyed making the footprint rocket ship and
colouring the star and moon. We read “Blast
off”, Little duck on the moon and “Twinkle
stars”.
We
enjoyed
singing and dancing
along to the ‘planets
song,
“MERCURY,
VENUS, EARTH AND
MARS.”
Through November we will focus on colours
and dinosaurs. To develop their Colour
recognition, they will engage in activities
related to colours using our shape sorter, shape
turtle to learn the colours, colours flash cards
and colour hunt game” find something blue?”
etc.

We will focus on the use of the
word ‘thankyou’
and
encourage our older children to
expand their use of nouns as we continue to
name items in our environment. Modelling
two-word phrases will
support
our
older
children
as
they
transition to the Playful
Possums
room.
Educators
will
be
encouraging children to
learn manners, by prompting them to say
please when asking for something and thank
you when receiving something.

REMEMBERENCE
November 2020

DAY

11th

Remembrance Day in Australia is dedicated to
Australians who lost their
lives as a result of war,
particularly from World
War I onwards. A minute
of silence is dedicated to
those who have sacrificed
their lives to protect our
nation symbolises respect. At JumpStart we
will read the story of the ANZACS to the
children and observe a minutes silence at
11:00am so that children build respect, dignity
and pride for those who have served and
continue to serve in our armed forces both in
Australia and overseas.

DIWALI
LIGHTS

THE

FESTIVALS

OF

During Diwali the
children
will
engage in Rangoli
and MANDALA
ART works. Our
country of the month is India. We will explore
their culture through Diwali and enjoy cooking
experiences, Bollywood dancing and share
some tasty treats. We encourage our Indian
families to share their culture and heritage with
us. Children are invited to share their
traditional dress with us during this
celebration.

REPORTS
-PARENT
EDUCATOR INTERVIEWS

AND

Our Possums will be
invited to share their
developmental
achievements
with
educators and their
families during the
week 16th November.
We invite families to
speak with educators for a 15-minute time slot
by allocating your preference on the schedule
located on the white board this week. The
Bunyips and non-graduating Bees will be
invited to schedule interviews from the week
commencing 23rd November. Graduating Bees
will receive their final report during their
graduation ceremony with opportunities to
discuss these with educators during the
preceding week. Families will meet in the
foyer with educators to share your child’s
success and talents. (NQA 1,2, 5, 6, &7)

2021 TRANSITION TO SCHOOL
STATEMENTS
Graduating Bees have been completing their
Transition to School statements throughout the
first half of November. Parents will be asked to
view these documents and make any
adjustments prior to being forwarded to each
child prospective school for 2021. If families
have any questions in relation to this document
please do not hesitate to speak to Miss Maree,
Miss Jaina or Miss Bethany.

BUSY BEE GRADUATION
Parent will receive their official Graduation
invitation during the first week of November.
Graduation times have been limited to 5
graduates. A reminder that only 2 guests can
accompany each graduate with social
distancing undertaken. Times are strictly
adhered to allow educators to sanitise and set
up for the following ceremony. We look
forward to sharing this momentous occasion
with all our families and graduates as they
prepare for kindergarten in 2021.
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

SUN HATS: OUTDOOR PLAY

YARNING BOOK

We remind families to
place a sun hat in
children’s bags each
day . Children who do
not have a hat will be
provided with one after
3 occasions with
accounts charged
$15.00. Please support
us as we care for
children in our outdoor

Last month our Yarning book
went to George Ali and Ezra.
We enjoyed seeing how
happy and playful they were
at home. The Yarning book
will be going to Eva and Jackson. They will
have the opportunity to share their interests
from their home environment with us.

OUTDOOR PLAY FUNDAMENTAL
MOVEMENT
This Month we will be highlighting the
fundamental movement of Galloping as we
celebrate Melbourne Cup.

environment. (NQA 1,2,3, 5, 6, &7)

Bunyips: Maxwell 28th,
Possums: Tobias 25th
Bees: Ezra 11th, Benjamin 17th, Claire
22nd, Tyler 22nd
HEALTHY EATING:
9th

Graduation Invitations Provided Strictly 2
guest ONLY
th
8 December
4:30 -5:00pm
5:30 – 6:00pm
9th December
4:30 -5:00pm
5:30pm – 6:00pm

CLOSE DOWN DATES
th

24 December: Collect children by 1:30pm.
No fees are payable during this shutdown
period.
REPOEN Monday 11th January 2021.

FINAL THOUGHT

During November parents will receive slips in
lunch boxes if children have unhealthy foods.
We remind families that chips and chocolate
bars are not part of a healthy diet. Please
provide healthy salad sandwiches, fruits,
cheese sticks, yoghurts, rice cakes and limit
foods high in fats, sugars and salts. (NQA 1,2, 5, 6,
&7)
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